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Tradition, Individual Talent and the Inbetween:
Vjacheslav Ivanov compared to T. S. Eliot
1. Comparability of Ivanov and Eliot
What makes Eliot and Ivanov comparable? Both are modernist writers affiliated to
the poetics of early 20th century symbolism and to ideologies, or at least poetic visions,
definable as conservative1. Both have demonstrated theoretical interest in aesthetics and
poetics and both have remained in their national literary canons as poets and as theoreticians of artistic creativity. Both pertained to literary traditions which, albeit differently,
were slightly peripheral (or provincial) to the core European national tradition, the French
one, but both of which could probably have contested French supremacy. Lastly, in the
years immediately succeeding the First World War, or the “Great War” or the “European
War” (as it was called by many in those years), both produced essays on creativity in art
and culture, which essays remained their most remembered and praised pieces of nonfiction (or non-poetry)2.
Eliot’s “Tradition and the Individual Talent” (first published 1919) consists of two
major parts (and a third, much shorter one) each of which has its overarching topic. ‘Each
poet, willingly or not, embeds himself in the tradition, thus inevitably causing re-evaluation of all prior poetical production’, this is more or less the topic of the first part of the
essay. ‘The more mature the talent, the more depersonalised he is’, reads the topic of the
second part.
In 1920, while living in one and the same room of one and the same sanatorium,
Vjacheslav Ivanov and a fellow of his, philosopher and literary historian Mikhail Gershenzon, produced an epistolary argument on the burdensomeness and the liberating mercy
of tradition. Gershenzon claimed tradition to be a heaviest burden; Ivanov claimed it to
be liberating, as a vehicle of God’s mercy. In 1921 that exchange (or concatenation) of
letters from two corners of a room was published as a book. Though sharply disagreeing
on tradition, Gershenzon and Ivanov similarly viewed the correlation between tradition
and individual creativity as one changing through history; and they similarly viewed true
creativity (poetic and any other) as truly personal. They diverted on ‘where’ or ‘when’
they located this ‘personality’: Gershenzon viewed true personality as ‘prior’ to culture,
and Ivanov viewed it as an outcome of ‘death-and-resurrection’ through culture (and in
guidance by God).
In brief, Ivanov’s ontology, being no less ‘tradition-friendly’ than Eliot’s, was
profoundly personalistic and indeed ‘historicistic’. This ‘historicism’ of Ivanov had had
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a noteworthy prehistory in his essays from the pre-war period, such as “The Spear of
Athens”, “Crisis of Individualism”, “On Joyous Artisanship and Clever Doing” etc. In
Ivanov’s vision, (1) sociological formations whereby artists are individualists and claim to
speak on behalf of themselves and (2) sociological formations whereby artists are artisans
and speak for the corresponding ethnic or politic community succeed each other through
history. Unlike, for example, his 1920 opponent Gershenzon, Ivanov claimed that artists of
both socio-historical formations spoke for tradition – whatever their individual awareness
and despite their attempted oblivion of tradition.
Eliot is possibly less anti-personalistic and more historicistic in essays other than
“Tradition and Individual talent”, but I skip the issue now, in order to delineate these
particular limitations of his ontology: limitations which, for example, an introductionary
course into the theory of literature – and probably such courses make Eliot’s essay persistently popular (as my Bulgarian experience – be it limited as it is – witnesses) – should
mind.

2. Eliot and Ivanov on tradition, individual talent and the inbetween
0. What is that ‘inbetween(ness)’ which secures transmission between the ‘tradition’ (or the predecessors) and an ‘individual talent’, which connects and divides, and even
encompasses, them? It is, before all, a line or a plain of refraction, maybe a mirror. Then, it
is a structure and a presence, and probably one with sensual features. Eliot and Ivanov (as
well as their numerous fellows in poetry and philosophy) have an idea of it, and are more
or less disposed to share that idea with their readers.
That ‘inbetween(ness)’ can be imagined – and was imagined indeed – as “castle
of mind”3 and aesthetically shaped Elysium. These images can be considered as revisions
(sometimes conservative and sometimes modernising) of Plato’s Realm of the Ideas. What
is Eliot’s place here? He offered just one more ‘edition’ of the Realm of Ideas, but one that
has particular meaning within the context of the twentieth century.
Let me delineate beforehand three basic ideas of Eliot’s vision: ‘there is an order
that pre-exists to any new work and that is (nevertheless) complete’; ‘each new work, entering this order, is being readjusted etc., and the same happens with the order itself’; ‘the
resultant development abandons nothing en route’; ‘this development might be a refinement, complication, but not an improvement’.
The first two of them put Eliot’s essay in the context of the early history of structuralism. The second and the third one put it into the pre-history of Bourdieu’s sociology of
art – in particular, his vision of the field of artistic production. The third and the fourth one
put it into the context of the ‘conservative modernism’ of the 1900s-1920s.
1. Let me now cite Eliot (I used underlining to mark moments prefiguring structuralism, bold for hints toward Bourdieu and expanded font for features of ‘conservative
modernism’; the italics are Eliot’s):
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“The necessity that he shall conform, that he shall cohere, is not one-sided; what
happens when a new work of art is created is something that happens simultaneously to
all the works of art which preceded it. The existing monuments form an ideal order among
themselves, which is modified by the introduction of the new (the really new) work of
art among them. The existing order is complete before the new work arrives; for order
to persist after the supervention of novelty, the whole existing order must be, if ever so
slightly, altered; and so the relations, proportions, values of each work of art toward
the whole are readjusted; and this is conformity between the old and the new.” (“Tradition and the Individual Talent”, cited after: Eliot 1975: 38-39).
Let me cite Bourdieu (the common structuralist idea of syntagmatic and paradigmatic order is too well known to be referred to through quotation here):
“To impose a new producer, a new product and a new system of taste on the market
at a given moment means to relegate to the past a whole set of producers, products and
systems of taste, all hierarchized in relation to their degree of legitimacy” (Bourdieu 1995:
159-160). “This model stands out with particular clarity today because, by virtue of an
almost perfect unification of the artistic field and its history, each artistic act which leaves
its mark by introducing a new position in the field ‘displaces’ the entire series of previous
artistic acts” (ibid: 160). “Thus the whole history of the field is immanent in each of its
states and to be equal to its objective requirements, as a producer but also as a consumer,
one must possess a practical or theoretical mastery of this history and the space of possibilities in which it occurs” (ibid: 243).
2. Let me turn again to Eliot and his “Tradition…” (mind the coincidence of bold
and expanded font):
“The poet must be very conscious of the main current, which does not at all flow
invariably through the most distinguished reputations. He must be quite aware of the obvious fact that art never improves, but that the material of art is never quite the same. He
must be aware that the mind of Europe – the mind of his own country – a mind which he
learns in time to be much more important than his own private mind – is a mind which
changes, and that this change is a development which abandons nothing en route , which does not superannuate either Shakespeare, or Homer, or the rock
drawing of the Magdalenian draughtsmen. That this development, refinement perhaps, c omplication certainly, is not, from the point of view of the artist, any improvement. […] But the difference between the present and the past is that the conscious
present is an awareness of the past in a way and to an extent which the past’s awareness of
itself cannot show” (Eliot 1975: 39).
And now Eliot comes to a proposition, the first half of which is fully acceptable
from the standpoint of the ‘conservative modernist’ to whom I compare Eliot; and the second part of which is not acceptable to that other ‘conservative modernist’, Ivanov:
“What happens is a continual surrender of himself as he is at the moment to something which is more valuable. The progress of an artist is a continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality” (Eliot 1975: 40).
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Ivanov would have said that the continual extinction of personality through selfsacrifice goes together with an acquiring, or manifestation, of a genuine one, for selfsacrifice is understood by him as a constitutive feature of personality.
Let me proceed with Eliot: “There remains to define this process of depersonalization and its relation to the sense of tradition. It is in this depersonalization that art may be
said to approach the condition of science” (ibid: 40).
Ivanov could have signified the resultant condition of art as one approaching not
science but ritual. To summarise: with Eliot, self-sacrifice leads the artist to depersonalisation and the art towards science; with Ivanov, it leads to genuine personalisation and to
ritual (see below). On the one hand, individuation or alienation reaches its momentum and,
on the other hand, it is overcome. But maybe this comparative reading is too doctrinal, it
maybe ascribes to Ivanov an understanding of self-sacrifice and of personality which were
clearly uttered slightly later, and from another author (by Vladimir Lossky in the 1940s)?
Let me again proceed with Eliot:
“I tried to point out the importance of the relation of the poem to other poems by
other authors, and suggested the conception of poetry as a living whole of all the poetry
that has ever been written. The other aspect of this Impersonal theory of poetry is the relation of the poem to its author. And I hinted, by an analogy, that the mind of the mature
poet differs from that of the immature one not precisely in any valuation of ‘personality’,
not being necessarily more interesting, or having ‘more to say’, but rather by being a more
finely perfected medium in which special, or very varied, feelings are at liberty to enter
into new combinations.” (ibid: 40).
“The analogy was that of the catalyst. When the two gases previously mentioned
are mixed in the presence of a filament of platinum, they form sulphurous acid. This
combination takes place only if the platinum is present; nevertheless the newly formed
acid contains no trace of platinum, and the platinum itself is apparently unaffected; has
remained inert, neutral, and unchanged. The mind of the poet is the shred of platinum”
(ibid: 41).
“The poet’s mind is in fact a receptacle for seizing and storing up numberless feelings, phrases, images, which remain there until all the particles which can unite to form a
new compound are present together” (ibid: 41).
“Poetry is not a turning loose of emotion, but an escape from emotion; it is not the
expression of personality, but an escape from personality. But, of course, only those who
have personality and emotions know what it means to want to escape from these things.”
(ibid: 43).
Thinking of self-sacrifice as of leading to depersonalisation brings Eliot closer to
Gershenzon. Tradition is a prerequisite for freedom and not an impediment – this is common credo for Eliot and Ivanov, but Eliot does not go enough far to realise that letting
tradition speak through you does not deprave you of personality. ‘Die and resurrect’,
‘depersonalise and personalise indeed’: Eliot stops halfway. Eliot “leaves” personality on
the level of emotions, feelings, psychical; he does not let it enter the realm of pneumatical.
This is the way how poet’s mind appears to be an impersonal receptacle.
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In Ivanov’s letter 1, par. 1 from “Correspondence from two corners”, as well as
elsewhere in his writings, there is some kind of Him in the poet, in the ‘human-beyond-itsemotions’. And human personality is, exists, beyond emotion. While Eliot finds it possible
to speak of poetics without even hinting at God. Is it then that the non-presence of God in
Eliot’s poetics makes Eliot to consider no personality beyond emotion? Is it the absence of
God what makes his mature poet depersonalised?
Eliot understands personality in a way which is still, to an extent, essentialist; and
Ivanov understands it in a relationalist way. (I am aware that “still” in my previous sentence imposes teleology on my objects or, rather, characters, but anyway I retain it.)
In an essay that is far from theology Eliot understands personality in a way which
implies not a Christian Deist, but just Theist ontology. Can a Christian be Christian only
when he speaks about the Church?
3. Let me cite Ivanov:
On depersonalisation and (hyper)personalisation: “My personality is immortal not
because it already exists but because it is evoked to emerging. […] All that lives wishes
not only self-preservation but self-revelation, knowing with the whole of its being that
the latter means self-exhaustion, self-destruction, death, – and, probably, eternal memory.
[…] Inauguration of humanity into supreme mysteries has revealed to its vision another,
godhumanly face of that very aiming at death in the name of life: truth, love, beauty want
to be Eucharistic” (Ivanov in “Correspondence from two corners” [Переписка из двух
углов], in: Ivanov 1971-1987, 3: 384; 406; 406; transl. from Russian here and below is
mine, YL).
On tradition: “[M]emory, [culture’s] supreme mistress, affiliates her [memory’s]
true servants to the ‘initiations’ of fathers and, renewing in these [servants] them [the
‘initiations’], imparts them [the servants] the power of/for new inceptions […] It seems
to you that oblivion releases and enlivens while cultural memory enslaves and mortifies; I
claim that memory releases, [that] oblivion enslaves and kills.” (the same work, the same
volume and edition, p. 396; 410)
On the ‘inbetween’ and its shape: “I am not an ‘architect of systems’ [...] I have
accustomed to roam in the ‘forest of symbols’ [...]. To me it [culture] is a stair of Eros and
a hierarchy of benevolences. And [...] it is sweet to me to drown in this sea [...] to drown
in God” (386). “[T]he higher the branches, the deeper the roots” (392). “Theory is greyhaired and the golden tree of life is eternally young.” (394).
On art as science and art as art: “Word-symbols [speaking] about the inner experience of the personality have to be spiritual and indeed children of freedom. Just as the
song of a poet does not compel but moves, so they must move the spirit of those who
listen, and not subdue them through conviction like a proven theorem” (386).
On historicity of the relation between tradition and individual talent: “For the man
of our times there is no big, of-all-people (всенародное) art – probably because the man
of our times, as a form of being, that is, as someone who had come to some kind of static
type of existence, is still to appear […] That is why epochs of true big art, accompanied
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with high level of popular culture, are so rare and short-lived” (“The spear of Athens”
[Копье Афины]; Ivanov 1971-1987, 1: 727). “Epochs of becoming are, necessarily, epochs of small art; but this concept […] encompasses at least three types of art […]” (728).
“These four types of art, in that sequence in which they were characterised afore, represent
themselves an upward gradation of the individual freedom of an artist.” (730-731).
“When the religious impulse for artistic creativity, so strong in the Middle Ages,
passed out, the artist, having no definite and urgent commissions to complete, appeared
to be an individualist and hastened to invent individualism.” (“On joyous artisanship and
clever doing” [О веселом ремесле и умном делании], in: Ivanov 1971-1987, 3: 63).
“[The time of Shakespeare was imbued] first of all, it seems to me, with a new and
not experienced till then feeling of liberty from any tradition” (“Shakespeare and Cervantes” [Шекспир и Сервантес], in: Ivanov 1971-1987, 4: 104)
“We have undergone our critical epoch, our epoch of differentiation – that realm
[lit. “circle”], whereby our art was ‘intimate’. We entered the realm of “coenobitic” art, art
of recluses (отшельников), hyper-individualists who have principally overcome the old
individualism, outerly lone, innerly linked to the world” (“A/the new organic epoch and
the theatre of the future” [Новая органическая эпоха и театр будущего], Ivanov 19711987, 1: 90).
4. While with Eliot the ‘inbetween(ness)’ is associable with impersonality and a
realm of Ideas, with Ivanov it is associable with ‘hyper-personalism’ and historical change.
A poet(ry) is not just the product of intersection between tradition and individual talent,
but this intersection produces different types of poets which emblematise entire epochs.
While Eliot’s conceptualisation could lead to structuralist delineation of what has been
designated as the ‘paradigmatic’ order (as opposed to and complemented by the syntagmatic one), Ivanov’s could lead to the appreciation of ‘the historical transformability of
the categories of genre and author(ship)’ (S. Averintsev).
The notion and the theory of historical transformability of the category of ‘genre’,
promoted by Ivanov’s successor in literary theory Sergei Averintsev�, would need too
much citation to be delivered here. But the more important theory of the historical (and
trans-civilisational) transformability of the category of ‘author(ship)’ can be delivered. It is
embodied in Averintsev’s emblematic differentiations, in the 1970s, between ‘author(ship)’
and ‘authority’ and between two corresponding modes of production of works: someone
creates something with the just pretence of copyright on it (on the one hand), and something has been created with no reference to copyright and is being ascribed to someone
authoritative (on the other hand). I mentioned “trans-civilisational” transformability. Yes,
the two modes of production and existence of works of wording were conceptualised by
Averintsev in the conceptual pair ‘literature’ vs. ‘wording’ (литература vs. словесность),
the former being discerned in the ancient Greek tradition and the latter in the Near Eastern.
(The central subject of Averintsev’s interest as literary scholar, the Byzantine tradition,
seems to have pertained to both, or to have involved both modes, being partially ‘literature’ and partially ‘(art of) wording’.)
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What Eliot’s vision lacks, it is the presence of God. It is God that imparts His personality to human person and drives the latter to resurrect, in Ivanov’s vision. God, at least
the personal God of Christianity, has no place in Eliot’s vision of tradition and individual
talent. This absence could be explained in two alternative ways. According to the first
one, the universe is an empty laboratory or manufacture whereby man coincides with the
non-visible, omnipresent and impersonal creator of this laboratory or manufacture. According to the second one, ‘poetry’ does not belong to the ontological and existential level
inhabited by (the Christian) God and by spirit, and is down there, where impersonal reason
reigns over personal emotion.
What Ivanov’s vision lacks, it is the notion of ‘field’, of a network of correlating,
mutually complementing and competing personal positions. Maybe the concept of sobornost’ – in its aspect of ‘interpersonal cohesion’, – being central for Ivanov, was besides too
appealing for him and prevented him from developing conceptual sensitivity to different
kinds of ‘interpersonality’.

3. On the shape of the ‘inbetween’
For an author in the presence of tradition, tradition can be neither a chronological
order marked off with dates nor a shapeless open space; as an idea, it can have a form:
of a temple, a tree etc. Together with the idea of artistic personality (or individuality), it
designates that ‘Inbetween’ which connects, divides, and encompasses both ‘tradition’ and
‘individual talent’.
Eliot’s essay imparts the idea of metallurgical laboratory or manufacture. Ivanov
speaks of sea, of (world) tree (arbor mundi) etc.; his opponent Gershenzon speaks of a
work of an architect; and another Russian modernist writer, Dmitry Merezhkovsky, has
imagined tradition even more clearly – as an ancient Greek building (see the analysis
in: Lyutskanov 2011), probably as a virtual image of the Propylaea, the entrance to the
Acropolis of Athens.
What I want to remind and stress here is that metaphors (or what we consider metaphors) matter. Metaphors permeate scholarly discourse and not only shape allegedly “objective”, “scientific” representation of things, but also witness for the latent intermediality
of our writings. The essays of both our protagonists (Eliot and Ivanov) dispose fragmentary and semi-implicit ekphrases. But the issue is worth discussing in a separate article.

4. Conclusion: Eliot and Ivanov vis-a-vis their national and confessional
backgrounds
To conclude with, Eliot’s ahistoricism and impersonalism (on the one hand) and
Ivanov’s historicism and personalism (on the other hand) are indicative of their national
intellectual traditions. Ahistoricism is fed by a position in, or very near to, the centre of
a cultural universe and cultural tradition deemed sole and immutable in its mutability:
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Eliot is a citizen of an empire over which sun never sets. Historism, which is pregnant
with sensibility to inter-cultural and inter-civilisational divides, is fed by a position in a
huge empire located on the verge, on the margin of “History”. Impersonalism is fed by
the tradition of Latin theology which thought of God and creation in terms of ‘things’ and
‘essences’. Personalism is fed by the tradition of Greek theology which thought of God in
terms of ‘persons’ and ‘energies’.4
The random comparison offered in this article needs to be incorporated into a
broader one; to include Eliot’s other essays on poetry and criticism5 and his works on
Christianity, society and culture. Thus my provisional conclusion might be substantiated
or overturned.
Notes:
1 Both modernists suggest a programme for a cultural (and poetic) movement which can be
called ‘conservative modernism’ and ‘conservative avant-guard’ (after Renato Poggioli). I am skipping now the issue of differentiating between ‘modernism’ and ‘avant-guard’. I follow Peter Burger
in viewing the latter as performative, as performatively destructing the notions of ‘art’, ‘work of art’
and ‘artist’. From this standpoint, Eliot and Ivanov are closer to modernism than to avant-guard, but
Ivanov repeatedly offers visions of such destruction which he, however, considers not as destruction
but as historical transformation. Pointing, for example, is Ivanov’s “Presentiments and forebodements [Предчувствия и предвестия]: The/a new organic epoch and the theatre of the future”.
2 Frank Kermode designates “Tradition and the Individual Talent” Eliot’s “arguably his
most influential single essay” (Eliot 1975: 11); compare ibid: 13. As for Ivanov and his “Correspondence from two corners” [Переписка из двух углов], I rely on my experience as scholar of Russian
modernism (without claiming “objective” verifiability).
3 “Castle of mind” refers to mental objects – virtual images of buildings, in particular castles
– produced by learned men in the Western Middle Ages. They were designed to facilitate the process of memorisation of abstract (conceptual, verbal) knowledge; in general, an architectural detail
acted as visual correspondence to a concept in a philosophical or theological system, and the whole
imagined building to the whole system. Mary Carruters wrote a book on the medieval art of memory
entitling it The Castles of Mind.
4 This ontological divergence between the Latin and Greek theologies was discussed, for
example, in works by the protagonists of the Neo-patristic synthesis George Florovsky, Vladimir
Lossky and John Meyendorff in the 1940s-1970s.
5 In Eliot’s 1932-1933 lectures “The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism” one can find a
number of passages recalling the topics and intellectual modes on which I focused in order to substantiate the comparison between Ivanov and Eliot: passages concerning the correlation between tradition and individual talent (cf. Eliot 1986: 11-13 etc.), the correlation between poetry and religion
(ibid: 129-130, 141-142 etc.), the correlation between freedom and self-consciousness (ibid: 20-21,
113-114 etc.), the correlation between poetry, science and ritual (ibid: 147-149), the (un)willingness
to see theoretical variants as historical sequences (ibid: 12-13, 141-142, 145-146). Some of these
passages support my provisional conclusion and others question it.
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iordan luckanovi
(bulgareTi)

tradicia, individualuri talanti da intervali:
viaCeslav ivanovisa da tomas sternz eliotis SedarebisTvis
reziume

sakvanZo sityvebi: konservatiuli modernizmi, (ara)personalizmi,
tomas sternz elioti, viaCeslav ivanovi.
statia erTgvari polemikis rolSi gvevlineba, istoriuli sivrcis
garkveuli xedvis winaaRmdeg. Sesabamisi argumenti nagulisxmevia da ara
aSkarad gadmocemuli, magram is naSromis logikurobas mainc xazs usvams.
Sesabamisad, gadavwyvite, rom es Cemi anotaciis pirvelive abzacSi amexsna.
mimaCnia, rom `qronologiuri wesrigi~ winaaRmdegobaSi modis „Tavisufali refleqsirebis mTlian Ria sivrcesTan“ da ar warmoadgens drois
yvelaze Sesabamis opozicias, misi sivrculi gamosaxulebebis gaanalizebaSi – eliotis cnobili eses – „tradicia da individualuri talantis“
WrilSic ki. „qronologiuri wesrigis“ alternativebs, met-naklebad, gansazRvruli forma aqvT, romlis identificirebac „Tavisufalis mTlian Ria
sivrcesTan...“ TiTqmis SeuZlebelia. is sivrce ar aris Ria, arc mTliani da
arc Tavisufali „refleqsirebis“. „gonebis sasaxleebic“ rom ar gvqondes,
Cven gvaqvs sacavebi, raSic `vasxamT~ Cvens gaxsnilobis iluziebs, Tavisuflebas da a. S. eliotis ese upirispirdeba amgvar binarulobas.
mTel rig eseebSi (romlebic eliotis cnobili eses „tradicia da individualuri talanti“ Tanamedrovea) ivanovi gvTavazobs imas, rasac Cven
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miviCnevT im struqturebis xedvad anac arsebobad, romlebic akavSirebs da
yofs „tradicias“ da „individualur talants“. maSin, rodesac eliotTan
es ideebis sferosTan da ara pirovnulobasTan asocirdeba, ivanovTan „hiperpirovnulobasTan“ da istoriul cvlilebasTanaa dakavSirebuli (poezia ar aris mxolod tradiciisa da individualuri talantis gadakveTis
adgili, aramed es gadakveTa warmoSobs sxvadasxva tipis poetebs, romlebic mTel epoqebs gamoxataven simbolurad). eliotis konceptualizaciam,
SesaZloa, migviyvanos struqturalistur gansazRvrebasTan, romelic
daxasiaTebulia rogorc „paradigmatuli“ wesrigi maSin, roca ivanovma
SesaZloa migviyvanos Janris kategoriis istoriuli transformulobis
SefasebasTan (s. averincevi).
orive modernisti gvTavazobs programas kulturuli (da poeturi)
moZraobisTvis, romelsac „konservatuli avangardi“ (renato pogioli)
SeiZleba ewodos da romelic tradiciis ideas Seicavs. avtori, romelic
tradiciis winaSe dgas, es arc TariRebiT moniSnuli qronologiuri wesrigia da arc uformo Ria sivrce; rogorc ideas, mas SeiZleba hqondes
forma: taZari, xe da sxv. swored am koncefcias gvTavazobs ivanovi Tavis
teqstebSi.
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